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ABSTRACT
ON THE EXPONENTIAL MAP OF THE
BURNSIDE RING
Ays¸e Yaman
M.S. in Mathematics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Laurence J. Barker
July, 2002
We study the exponential map of the Burnside ring. We prove the equiv-
alence of the three different characterizations of this map and examine the
surjectivity in order to describe the elements of the unit group of the Burnside
ring more explicitly.
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O¨ZET
BURNSIDE HALKASININ U¨STEL DO¨NU¨S. U¨MU¨ U¨ZERI˙NE
Ays¸e Yaman
Matematik Bo¨lu¨mu¨ Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Laurence J. Barker
Temmuz, 2002
Bu tezde Burnside halkasının u¨stel do¨nu¨s¸u¨mu¨nu¨ c¸alıs¸tık. Bu do¨nu¨s¸u¨mu¨n u¨c¸
farklı karakterizasyonunun denklig˘ini ispatladık ve o¨rtenlig˜inden faydalanarak
Burnside halkasının birim grup elemanlarını ayrıntılı olarak tanımladık.
Anahtar kelimeler: Burnside halkası, u¨stel do¨nu¨s¸u¨m, birim grup.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Burnside ring B(G) of a finite group G, introduced by Dress [8], is the
Grothendieck group of the category of finite G-sets with multiplication com-
ing from direct product.
In his book, tom Dieck [6] constructed units of the Burnside ring in ap-
plication to group actions on spheres. The units were also studied by Mat-
suda [14] and [15], Miyata [16] and Yoshida [17]. Yoshida [17] found a local
decomposition of the unit group B(G)∗ by using various maps between Burn-
side rings and their unit groups.
Our principal aim is to give three different characterizations of one of
these maps, namely, a map of B(G)-modules
exp : B(G) −→ B(G)∗,
called the exponential map. Since the image exp(B(G)) is easier to study,
than the codomain B(G)∗, the question arises:
Question: When is exp surjective?
The image exp(B(G)) is the B(G)-submodule of B(G)∗ generated by the ele-
ment −1. Since B(G)∗ and also exp(B(G)) are elementary abelian 2-groups,
the observation
exp(B(G)) = B(G)∗ if and only if rank(exp(B(G))) = rank(B(G)∗)
gives the technique to determine whether or not the map exp is surjective.
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Chapter 2 contains the properties of the Burnside ring and describes it
in terms of two bases, namely, the transitive G-set basis and the primitive
idempotent basis. This chapter also includes the relation between these basis
by using Mo¨bius inversion formula which is found by Gluck [10].
In chapter 3, the maps between Burnside rings induced from the induc-
tion, restriction and multiplicative induction functors are studied. The ma-
terial follows Yoshida [17], but we examine the maps in greater detail.
In chapter 4, we give the algebraic definition of the exponential function.
In chapter 5 we give the topological and representation theoretic defini-
tions, and we prove that the three definitions are equivalent.
No explicit necessary and sufficient criterions for the surjectivity of exp is
known. It would be desirable to have , at least, some fairly general sufficient
criterion because then, in such cases, some quite powerful techniques could
be applied to the study of B(G)∗. In chapter 6, we resolve the above question
in some special cases.
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Chapter 2
The Burnside ring and Mo¨bius
Inversion
In studying G-sets for a given group G, it is convenient to introduce the
Burnside ring B(G) consisting of formal differences of G-sets. In this chapter,
we shall discuss the structure of the ring B(G), give a relation between its
basis using Mo¨bius inversion which is resulted by Gluck [10].
2.1 Finite G-sets and the Burnside ring
Throughout this section, let G be a finite group. After defining various
properties of G-sets, we shall introduce the Burnside ring B(G) consisting of
formal Z-linear combinations of G-sets.
A finite G− set X is a finite set on which G acts associatively. We write
[X] to denote the isomorphism class of X.
A G-set X is transitive when there is only one G-orbit. In that case,
letting H be the stabilizer of some point, we have [X]=[G/H] (the cosets of
H in G). For details see ([4],(1.20)).
Let H and K be subgroups of G. Call H and K as G-conjugate, denoted
by H =G K, if xHx
−1 = K for some x ∈ G. Also, if xHx−1 ⊆ K for some
x ∈ G, we write H ≤G K, and say that H is subconjugate to K.
We denote S(G) for the G-poset of subgroups of G, partially ordered by
inclusion and G acting by conjugation.
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For a G-set X, G\X denotes the set of G-orbits of X. We write [x]G for
the G-orbit of x ∈ X. Thus
G \X = {[x]G : x ∈ X}.
Proposition 2.1.1 There is a bijective correspondence between the isomor-
phism classes of transitive G-sets and the elements of G \ S(G) given by
[X]←→ [H]G if and only if [X] = [G/H].
Proof : Given a transitive G-set X, choose x ∈ X and let H be the stabilizer
of x. Then there is a G-set isomorphism
X ←→ G/H given by gx←→ gH.
Note that [H]G is independent of the choice of x because the stabilizer of an
arbitrary element gx is gHg−1.
Conversely, if [G/K] ∼= [G/H] then H stabilizes some point wK of G/K,
so
H 6 wKw−1.
Similarly, K 6 gHg−1 for some g, so [H]G = [K]G. 
Given arbitrary G-sets X and Y , we form their disjoint union X unionmultiY and
cartesian product X×Y , both of which are G-sets. The action of G on X×Y
is defined by
g(x, y) = (gx, gy) for g ∈ G, x ∈ X, y ∈ Y.
The Burnside Ring of a finite group G, denoted by B(G) or ZB(G), is the
abelian group generated by the isomorphism classes [X] of finite G-sets X
with addition
[X1] + [X2] = [X1 unionmultiX2],
the disjoint union of the G-sets X1 and X2. We define the multiplication for
G-sets X1 and X2 by
[X1][X2] = [X1 ×X2],
the direct product, which makes B(G) a unital commutative ring.
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For H6G, let G/H denote the transitive G-set with point stabilizer H.
Then as a consequence of proposition (2.1.1), we have
{[G/H] : H 6G G} is a basis for B(G),
that is,
B(G) =
⊕
H≤GG
Z[G/H]. (2.1)
Lemma 2.1.2 (Mackey Product Formula) Let H and K be subgroups of
G, then
[G/H][G/K] =
∑
HgK≤G
[G/(H ∩ gK)]
where the notation indicates that g runs through the representatives of the
H\G/K double cosets.
Proof: The stabilizer of an element (xH, yK) ∈ G/H ×G/K in G is
{g ∈ G : g(xH, yK) = (xH, yK)}= {g ∈ G : (gxH, gyK) = (xH, yK)}
= {g ∈ G : gxH = xH} ∩ {g ∈ G : gyK = yK}
= {g ∈ G : x−1gx ∈ H} ∩ {g ∈ G : y−1gy ∈ K}
= {g ∈ G : g ∈ xH} ∩ {g ∈ G : g ∈y K}
= xH ∩ yK.
So
[G/H][G/K] =
∑
(xH,yK)
[G/ xH ∩ yK]
where (xH, yK) runs over the representatives of the G-orbits in G/H×G/K.
Since
x−1(xH, yK) = (H, x−1yK),
without loss of generality we can take x = 1. But if
g(H, yK) = (H, y′K) for some y′
then
g ∈ H and y′K = gyK.
So y runs over the representatives of the H\G/K double cosets.
Note that (H, yK) and (H, y′K) lie in the same G-orbit provided HyK =
Hy′K. 
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Since any transitive G-set is isomorphic to G/H for some subgroup H
of G, well-defined up to conjugacy, any G-set X can be decomposed into
G-orbits
X =
r⊎
i=1
Xi
and writing Xi = G/Hi , we have
[X] =
r∑
i=1
[Xi] =
r∑
i=1
[G/Hi] =
∑
H6GG
XH [G/H] in B(G),
where the notation means that H runs over the subgroups of G up to conju-
gacy and XH ∈ N.
For any ring R, we define
RB(G) = R⊗Z B(G) =
⊕
H≤GG
R[G/H]
as a free R-module. In particular,
CB(G) =
⊕
H≤GG
C[G/H]
as a sum of 1-dim subspaces.
2.2 The primitive idempotents of CB(G)
We shall now express B(G) in terms of the primitive idempotents.
An algebra over a ring R is a ring Λ equipped with a ring homomorphism
R→ Λ such that 1R 7→ 1Λ.
Let K be an algebraically closed field. Any algebra over K is a K-vector
space. Let Λ be a finite-dimensional algebra over K. An ideal N is nilpotent
provided the ideal
Nn =< x1x2 . . . xn : xi ∈ N i > is zero
for some integer n ≥ 1. If N1 and N2 are nilpotent ideals, then N1 + N2 is
nilpotent. So there is a maximal nilpotent ideal J(Λ).
Note that any ideal I of Λ is a K-vector subspace. (ΛI ⊆ I, in particular,
KI ⊆ I). We call J(Λ) the Jacobson radical of Λ.
The following result is wellknown. See, for instance, [12].
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Theorem 2.2.1 (Wedderburn’s Theorem) There is an isomorphism
Λ
J(Λ)
∼=
s⊕
g=1
Ag
where each Ag is a matrix algebra Ag ∼= Matng(K).(This requires the alge-
braic closure of K).
Now, suppose that Λ is commutative(as CB(G) is). Then each Ag ∼= K.
Lemma 2.2.2 For commutative Λ, the algebra maps Λ → K (ring homo-
morphisms and vector space homomorphisms) are all of the form sg where
sg(1Ag′ ) = δ(g, g
′).
Proof: Let us check that each sg is an algebra map. Clearly sg is a linear
map.Without loss of generality J(Λ) = 0 because any algebra map Λ →
K must kill J(Λ). Algebra maps Λ→ K are the same as the algebra maps
of Λ/J(Λ). Then any element of Λ can be written as
λ =
r∑
g=1
λg1g
where λg ∈ Kand 1g = 1Ag . So
sg(λλ
′) = λgλ′g = sg(λ)sg(λ
′)
and samely for +.
Let ϕ be another algebra map then
ϕ(1g) = 0 or 1
and
1 = ϕ(1) = ϕ(Σg1g),
so
ϕ(1g) = 1 for at least one g.
But suppose
ϕ(1g) = 1 = ϕ(1k) where k 6= g,
thus
0 = ϕ(0) = ϕ(1g1k) = ϕ(1g)ϕ(1k) = 1. Contradiction. 
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Now, for each H ≤ G, it is time to introduce a map
sH : CB(G)→ C, defined by sH [X] = |XH |.
It is easily seen that sH is well-defined and the following formulas
sH [X1 unionmultiX2] = |XH1 unionmultiXH2 | = sH [X1] + sH [X2]
and
sH [X1 ×X2] = |XH1 ×XH2 | = sH [X1]sH [X2]
for G-sets X1 and X2 show that it is an algebra map.
Lemma 2.2.3 Given H,K ≤ G,
sH = sK if and only if H =G K.
Proof: Note that,
XH = {x ∈ X : Hx = x}.
If H = gK then for any G-set X, we have
XH = XgKg
−1
= gXK .
So
|XH | = |XK |.
Since any element of CB(G) is a C-linear combination of (isomorphism
classes) of G-sets [X],
sH = sK .
Conversely, suppose H 6=G K. Then without loss of generality H is not
contained in any G-conjugate of K. So H does not fix any point of G/K. So
sH [G/K] = 0.
But
sK [G/K] = |{gK ≤ G : KgK = gK}|
= |{gK ≤ G : K = gK}|
= |NG(K) : K| 6= 0.
So sH 6= sK . 
The next theorem is useful to express the elements of B(G).
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Theorem 2.2.4 We have J(CB(G)) = {0} and the algebra homomorphisms
CB(G) → C are precisely the maps sH where H runs over the subgroups of
G up to conjugacy.
Furthermore,
CB(G) =
⊕
H≤GG
C εGH
where the elements εGH are such that sK(ε
G
H) = δ([H]G, [K]G).
Proof: Since
CB(G) =
⊕
H≤GG
C [G/H],
we have
dimCB(G) = |G\S(G)|.
By lemma (2.2.2), the number of algebra homomorphisms CB(G)→ C is
dim(CB(G)/J(CB(G))).
But by (2.2.3), the number of algebra homomorphisms CB(G) → C is at
least
|G\S(G)|.
By comparing dimensions every algebra homomorphism is of the form sH
and
J(CB(G)) = {0}. 
By the general properties of algebra maps, the set
{sH : H ≤G G}
is linearly independent so it is a basis for the dual space of CB(G). And the
dual basis is the set of primitive idempotents for CB(G).
Definition: For any ring R, an element e ∈R is called an idempotent if
e2 = e.
We say e is primitive provided
e 6= 0
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and
e is not of the form e = e1 + e2
where e1 and e2 are nonzero idempotents. From Wedderburn’s Theorem if
Λ is commutative and J(Λ) = 0 then the primitive idempotents are those of
the form 1g, and any idempotent is of the form
Σrg=1αg1g where αg ∈ {0, 1}.
Corollary 2.2.5 Each primitive idempotent of CB(G) is of the form
εGH
where H runs over the subgroups up to conjugacy.
Thus, we have two basis for CB(G), namely;
• the transitive G-set basis {[G/K] : K ≤G G},
• the primitive idempotent basis {εGH : H ≤G G}.
Then the important result follows:
Theorem 2.2.6 As direct sums of 1-dimensional algebras isomorphic to C,
CB(G) =
⊕
K≤GG
C[G/K] =
⊕
H≤GG
C εGH . (2.2)
2.3 The Relation Between Two Bases of CB(G)
Having given the two bases of the Burnside ring, we will discuss in this
section the relation between them.This material has already been studied by
Gluck [10] and includes an important usage of the Mo¨bius inversion formula.
Any element b ∈ CB(G) can be written as
b =
∑
K≤GG
bK [G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
bHεGH (2.3)
where the coefficients bK and b
H are elements of C.Recall that
sH(ε
G
K) = δ([H]G, [K]G).
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Then
b =
∑
J≤GG
bJεGJ
implies that
sH(b) =
∑
J≤GG
bJsH(ε
G
J ).
So
bH = sH(b). (2.4)
Now, we will give some definitions and theorems (see, for instance,Kerber [12])
including Mo¨bius function which will help us to study the coefficients in the
linear combination of the elements of B(G).
Definition: Let S(G)denote the G-poset of subgroups of G and H,K ≤ G.
The zeta function ζ : S(G)× S(G)→ Z is defined by
ζ(H,K) =
{
1 if H ≤ K
0 otherwise.
The Mo¨bius function µ : S(G) × S(G) → Z is defined to be ζ−1 and is
characterized by the recursion
µ(H,H) = 1,∑
H≤F≤K
µ(H,F ) = 0 for H < K, (2.5)
µ(H,K) = 0 for H  K.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Mo¨bius Inversion) Given an abelian group A and the
functions ψ, ϕ : S(G)→ A, the following conditions are equivalent;
• ψ(K) =
∑
H≤G
ζ(H,K)ϕ(H) for all K ≤ G,
• ϕ(H) =
∑
K≤G
µ(K,H)ψ(K) for all H ≤ G.
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Proof: Suppose
ψ(K) =
∑
H≤G
ζ(H,K)ϕ(H) =
∑
H≤K
ϕ(H)
holds. For H ≤ G, we have∑
K≤G
µ(K,H)ψ(K) =
∑
K≤G
µ(K,H)
∑
H≤K
ϕ(H)
=
∑
H≤K≤G
µ(K,H)ϕ(H)
= ϕ(H).
Conversely, suppose that
ϕ(H) =
∑
K≤G
µ(K,H)ψ(K).
Then ∑
H≤G
ζ(H,K)ϕ(H) =
∑
H≤K
ϕ(H)
=
∑
H≤K
∑
K≤G
µ(K,H)ψ(K)
= ψ(K). 
Corollary 2.3.2 For all H,K ∈ S(G),
∑
F≤G
µ(H,F )ζ(F,K) = δ(H,K) =
∑
F≤G
ζ(H,F )µ(F,K).
Proof: By the definition of the zeta function, we have∑
F≤G
µ(H,F )ζ(F,K) =
∑
H≤F≤K
µ(H,F ) = δ(H,K),
and ∑
F≤G
ζ(H,F )µ(F,K) =
∑
H≤F≤K
µ(K,F ) = δ(H,K). 
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Let us define
µG(H,K) =
∑
H′=GH
µ(H ′, K),
ζG(H,K) =
∑
H′=GH
ζ(H ′, K),
δG(H,K) =
∑
H′=GH
δ(H ′, K).
These definitions and the next theorem are the same as before with contri-
butions from each G-orbit collected together.
Theorem 2.3.3 (G-invariant Mo¨bius Inversion) Given an abelian group
A and the functions ψ, ϕ : S(G) → A, which are constant on each G-class
of subgroups, the following conditions are equivalent;
• ψ(K) =
∑
H≤GG
ζG(H,K)ϕ(H) for all K ≤ G,
• ϕ(H) =
∑
K≤GG
µG(K,H)ψ(K) for all H ≤ G.
Corollary 2.3.4 For all H,K ∈ S(G),∑
F≤GG
µG(H,F )ζG(F,K) = δG(H,K) =
∑
F≤GG
ζG(H,F )µG(F,K).
Proof: It is obvious.
Mo¨bius function µ can be computed easily from the chains of the subgroups
of G.
Lemma 2.3.5 The Mo¨bius function for S(G) is the function
µ : S(G)× S(G)→ Z such that
µ(H,K) =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n cn(H,K) (2.6)
where cn(H,K) is the number of the chains from H to K of length n.
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Proof: Note that
c0(H,K) =
{
1 if H = K
0 H < K
and for n ≥ 1, cn(H,K) = 0 if H ≥ K.
We will show that the function defined by (2.6) satisfies the equation (2.5).
If H=K then
c0(H,K) = 1 and cn(H,K) = 0 for n ≥ 1.
So
µ(H,H) = 1.
Let H < K and
H = F0 < F1 < . . . < Fn = K
be a chain of length n. Consider the chain
H = F0 < F1 < . . . < Fn−1 = J
where J = Fn−1 < Fn = K. There is one to one correspondence between
the chains from H to K with penultimate term J and the chains from H to
J. Since they differ only by sign, we get∑
H≤F≤K
µ(H,F ) = 0. 
To get a formula for the primitive idempotent basis element εGH in terms of
the transitive G-set basis element [G/K], we first express [G/K]’s in terms
of εGH ’s. Let us define
mG(H,K) = sH([G/K]) (2.7)
where Burnside called the matrix of mG(H,K) as the table of marks of G.
Proposition 2.3.6 For H,K ≤ G, we have
mG(H,K) =
|NG(H)|
|K| ζG(H,K).
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Proof: Using the equation (2.7), we have
mG(H,K) = sH([G/K])
= |[G/K]H |
= |{gK : HgK = gK}|
= |{gK : g−1HgK ≤ K}|
=
1
|K| |{g ∈ G : g
−1HgK ≤ K}|
=
|NG(H)|
|K| (] G-conjugates of H contained in K)
=
|NG(H)|
|K| ζG(H,K). 
Proposition 2.3.7 Given K ≤ G,
[G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
mG(H,K) ε
G
H .
Proof: This is obvious using (2.4).
Now define
m−1G (K,H) =
|K|
|NG(H)|µG(K,H). (2.8)
Then the idempotent formula follows:
Theorem 2.3.8 (Gluck’s Idempotent Formula) Given H ≤ G,
εGH =
∑
K≤GG
m−1G (K,H)[G/K]
Proof: By proposition (2.3.6) and (2.3.7), we have
[G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
mG(H,K) ε
G
H
=
∑
H≤GG
|NG(H)|
|K| ζG(H,K) ε
G
H
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which implies
|K|[G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
|NG(H)|ζG(H,K) εGH .
Define
ψ : S(G)→ B(G) such that ψ(H) = |NG(H)| εGH
and
ϕ : S(G)→ B(G) such that ϕ(K) = |K|[G/K].
Then
ϕ(K) =
∑
H≤GG
ζG(H,K)ψ(H).
By G-invariant Mo¨bius Inversion Theorem,
ψ(H) =
∑
K≤GG
µG(K,H)ϕ(K),
that is,
|NG(H)| εGH =
∑
K≤GG
µG(K,H)|K|[G/K].
Then by the equation (2.8), we have
εGH =
∑
K≤GG
|K|
|NG(H)|µG(K,H)[G/K]
=
∑
K≤GG
m−1G (K,H)[G/K]. 
Proposition (2.3.7) and Gluck’s Idempotent formula show that for any b ∈
CB(G), the coefficients in the equation (2.3) satisfy the followings:
bH =
∑
K≤GG
mG(H,K) bK ,
bK =
∑
H≤GG
m−1G (K,H) b
H .
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Chapter 3
Maps between Burnside rings
In chapter 2, we defined the Burnside ring B(G) of a finite group G. In this
chapter, we will study some special maps between Burnside rings which are
induced from various functors.
3.1 Functors
Let G be a finite group and SetGf denote the category of finite G-sets
and G-maps. Denote by MapG(X, Y ) the set of G-maps from X to Y. The
addition + is the disjoint unions of pairs of objects and the product × is the
Cartesian product in this category. The Burnside ring B(G) is, as an additive
group, the Grothendieck group of this category with respect to addition and
it has the multiplication induced by ×.
Let H be a subgroup of G and A be a finite G-set. Then for a G-set X
there are functors such that
IndGH : Set
H
f −→ SetGf ; X 7−→ G×H X
ResGH : Set
G
f −→ SetHf ; X 7−→ XH
JndGH : Set
H
f −→ SetGf ; X 7−→MapH(G,X)
(−) ↑ A : SetGf −→ SetGf ; X 7−→ XA
namely (see [17] section 3), the induction, the restriction, the multiplicative
induction and the exponential function where G×H X is the quotient set of
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G-set G×X with respect to
(gh, x) ∼ (g, hx), h ∈ H
and XA =Map(A,X), the G-set of the functions from A to X.
Recall that, for the categories C and D and the functors F : C → D and
G : D → C if there is a natural bijection
MapD(FX, Y )←→MapC(X,GY )
then F is called a left adjoint functor of G and G is called a right adjoint functor
of F where X and Y are objects in C and D, respectively.
The naturalness, here, is the condition that the morphisms
f : X → X ′ and g : Y → Y ′
induce the vertical functions shown such that the following diagram com-
mutes:
MapD(FX
′, Y ) ←→ MapC(X ′, GY )
↓ ↓
MapD(FX, Y
′) ←→ MapC(X,GY ′)
Note that, if a functor has a right(or left) adjoint then it is unique up
to natural isomorphism and a functor having a right adjoint preserves the
addition. For further details see [13].
Let H be a subgroup of G. The next four lemmas show the adjointness
between the functors given above.
Lemma 3.1.1 The functors
IndGH : Set
H
f −→ SetGf and ResGH : SetGf −→ SetHf
are left and right adjoints of each other, respectively.
Proof: Given an H-set X and a G-set Y and the functions
α : IndGH(X)→ Y and β : X→ ResGH(Y),
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we have the natural bijection of
MapG(Ind
G
H(X),Y)←→ MapH(X,ResGH(Y))
by defining
α(gx) = gβ(x) for all g ∈ G.
Lemma 3.1.2 The functors
ResGH : Set
G
f −→ SetHf and JndGH : SetHf −→ SetGf
are left and right adjoints of each other, respectively.
Proof: Given a G-set X and an H-set Y and the functions
α : ResGH(X)→ Y and β : X→ JndGH(Y),
we have the natural bijection of
MapH(Res
G
H(X),Y)←→ MapG(X, JndGH(Y))
by defining
gα(x) = β(x)(g) for all g ∈ G.
Lemma 3.1.3 For a finite G-set A, the functors
A× (−) : SetGf −→ SetGf and (−) ↑ A : SetGf −→ SetGf
are left and right adjoints of each other, respectively.
Proof: Given two G-sets X and Y and the functions
α : A×X → Y and β : X → Y ↑ A,
the natural bijection of
MapG(A×X, Y )←→MapG(X,Y ↑ A)
comes by defining
α(a, x) = β(x)(a).
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Lemma 3.1.4 Let H ≤ G and U be a G-set, then there is a natural bijection
UH ←→MapG(G/H,U)
such that u ∈ UH and ϕ : G/H → U correspond provided ϕ sends the trivial
coset to u.
Proof: For a given u ∈ UH , define ϕ(gH) = gu.
Now, we consider the mappings induced from the functors.
3.2 Induction and Restriction in the Burn-
side Ring
The functors Ind and Res have right adjoint functors, so they preserve the
addition, and so they induce additive homomorphisms ind and res between
Burnside rings. In this section, we study these homomorphisms following
Benson [2], but in a detailed manner.
Recall that CB(G) has two basis, namely, the isomorphism classes [G/K]
of transitive G-sets and the primitive idempotents εGK where K runs over the
G-classes of subgroups of G. Thus
CB(G) =
⊕
K≤GG
C [G/K] =
⊕
K≤GG
C εGK .
Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. A G-set X is a set with a
G-action G×X → X.
Definition: The restriction is a C-linear map
resGH : CB(G) −→ CB(H) such that [X] 7→ [resGH(X)]
which makes a G-set X, an H-set.
Remark 3.2.1 Given J ≤ H, resHJ resGH = resHJ .
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Definition: The induction is a C-linear map
indGH : CB(H) −→ CB(G) such that [X] 7→ G×H X
where G×H X is the quotient set of G-set G×X with respect to
(gh, x) ∼ (g, hx), h ∈ H.
The G-action is defined by
g′(g, x) = (g′g, x), g′ ∈ G.
Note that, resGH is a ring homomorphism, but ind
G
H is not (unless H =
G)(see [5]).
The following lemma can be used as a second definition of the induction.
Lemma 3.2.2 Let H 6 G. Then for an H-set Y
IndGH(Y) '
⊎
gH≤G
gY
where G acts in the evident way.
Proof: Given an H-set Y, let
[g, y] be the equivalence class of (g, y)
with the relation defined on G× Y by (gh, y) ≡ (g, hy) and
IndGH(Y ) = {[g, y] : g ∈ G, y ∈ Y }.
Make IndGH(Y ) a G-set by
g[h, y] = [gh, y].
This is well-defined since
g′[gh, y] = [g′gh, y] = [g′g, hy] = g′[g, hy].
As an H-set the correspondence
y ←→ [1, y]
implies
Y ' IndHH(Y ).
So
IndGH(Y ) =
⊎
gH≤G
g(IndHH(Y )) '
⊎
gH≤G
gY. 
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Remark 3.2.3 Given J ≤ H, indGH indHJ = indGJ
Now, we will express the restriction and the induction in terms of the tran-
sitive G-set basis.
Proposition 3.2.4 Let K ≤ G, then
resGH([G/K]) =
∑
HgK≤G
[H/H ∩g K]
where the index g runs over the H\G/K double cosets.
Proof: The H-orbits on G/K are of the form
{hgK : h ∈ H}
which corresponds to the double cosets
HgK ≤ G.
The stabilizer of gK in H is
H ∩g K
since
{h ∈ H : hgK = gK} = {h ∈ H : g−1hg ∈ K}
= {h ∈ H : h ∈ gKg−1}.
Then
resGH([G/K]) =
∑
HgK≤G
[H/H ∩ gK],
since any G-set is the union of its orbits and each H-orbit of gK is isomorphic
to H/H ∩g K. 
Proposition 3.2.5 Let K ≤ H, then
indGH([H/K]) = [G/K].
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Proof: Since
[H/K] = {hK : h ∈ H},
we have
indGH([H/K]) =
⊎
gH≤G
g{hK : h ∈ H}
= {gK : g ∈ G}
= [G/K]. 
To determine the restriction and the induction in terms of the primitive
idempotent basis, we need the following:
Lemma 3.2.6 (Mackey Decomposition) Let H and K be subgroups of G
and x ∈ CB(K), then
resGH ind
G
K(x) =
∑
HgK≤G
indHH∩gKres
gK
H∩gK(
gx).
Proof: Assume that x = [X] where X is a K-set.
Then by remark (3.2.2),
IndGK(X) =
⊎
gK≤G
gX.
So
ResGHInd
G
K(X) =
⊎
gK≤G
gX as a set
=
⊎
HgK≤G
HgX as a disjoint union of H-sets.
But since gX is a gKg−1-set,
HgX =
⊎
h(gK∩H)≤H
hgX
= IndHH∩gK(gX)
= IndHH∩gKRes
gK
H∩gK(gX). 
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By the equations (2.3) and (2.4) in chapter 2, any element b ∈ CB(G) can
be written as
b =
∑
H≤GG
sGH(b) ε
G
H
where sGH(b) denotes the number of H-fixed points of b.
Lemma 3.2.7 For any element b ∈ CB(G) and J ≤ H,
sHJ (res
G
H(b)) = s
G
J (b).
Proof: Assume that b = [X] for some G-set X. Then both sides of the
equality are equal to |XJ |.
Proposition 3.2.8 Let K ≤ G, then
resGH(ε
G
K) =
∑
J≤HH:J=GK
εHJ
where J runs over the H-classes of subgroups of H, G-conjugate to K.
Proof: Since
resGH(ε
G
K) ∈ CB(H),
we have
resGH(ε
G
K) =
∑
J≤HH
sHJ (res
G
H(ε
G
K))ε
H
J .
Then using the lemma (3.2.7) and the theorem (2.2.4), we get
resGH(ε
G
K) =
∑
J≤HH
sGJ (ε
G
K) ε
H
J
=
∑
J≤HH:J=GK
εHJ . 
Proposition 3.2.9 Let K ≤ H, then
indGH(ε
H
K) = |NG(K) : NH(K)|εGK .
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Proof: Let J ≤ G. Since
indGH(ε
H
K) ∈ CB(G),
we have
indGH(ε
H
K) =
∑
J≤GG
sGJ (ind
G
H(ε
H
K))ε
G
J .
Then using lemmas (3.2.7) and (3.2.6), we have
sGJ (ind
G
H(ε
H
K)) = s
J
J(res
G
J ind
G
H(ε
H
K))
= sJJ(
∑
JgH≤G
indJJ∩gHres
gH
J∩gH(
gεHK))
=
∑
JgH≤G
sJJ(ind
J
J∩gHres
gH
J∩gH(
gεHK)).
Since the term is zero if J ∩g H 6= J,
sGJ (ind
G
H(ε
H
K)) =
∑
JgH≤G:JgH=gH
sJJ(ind
J
Jres
gH
J (
gεHK)).
Then by remark (3.2.2) and lemma (3.2.7),
sGJ (ind
G
H(ε
H
K)) =
∑
JgH≤G:JgH=gH
sJJ(res
gH
J (
gεHK))
=
∑
JgH≤G:JgH=gH
s
gH
J (
gεHK)
=
∑
JgH≤G:JgH=gH
s
gH
J (ε
gH
gK).
Using theorem (2.2.4),
sGJ (ind
G
H(ε
H
K)) =
∑
JgH≤G:JgH=gH
δgH(J,
gK)
=
∑
JgH≤G:g−1JgH=H
δH(
g−1J,K)
=
∑
JgH≤G:Jg≤H
δH(J
g, K).
Since if Jg ≤ H then g−1JgH ≤ H so JgH = gH, we have
sGJ (ind
G
H(ε
H
K)) =
∑
gH≤G:Jg≤H
δH(J
g, K)
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= |{gH ≤ G : Jg =H K}|
= |{gH ≤ G : Jg = K}| · |H : NH(K)|
= |{g ∈ G : Jg = K}| 1|NH(K)|
=
{
|NG(K)|
|NH(K)| if J =G K
0 otherwise.
So
indGH(ε
H
K) =
|NG(K)|
|NH(K)| ε
G
K . 
We will end this section by the direct sum decomposition of the Burnside
ring.
Corollary 3.2.10 As a direct sum of algebras,
CB(G) = Im(indGH)⊕Ker(resGH).
Proof: By the equation (2.2), we have
CB(G) = ⊕K≤GGC εGK
= (⊕K≤GHC εGK)⊕ (⊕KGHC εGK).
By proposition (3.2.9),
⊕K≤GHC εGK ∈ Im(indGH(εHK))
and by proposition (3.2.8),
⊕KGHC εGK ∈ Ker(resGH(εGK)). 
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3.3 Multiplicative Induction in the Burnside
Ring
As a functor, the multiplicative induction Jnd is not additive but, in a
sense that we shall explain, Jnd is polynomial and it induces a polynomial
function jnd which preserves multiplication. This fact will be shown in this
section.
Definition: The multiplicative induction is a map
jndGH : CB(H)→ CB(G) such that [X] 7→MapH(G,X)
where MapH(G,X) is the set of mappings
α : G→ X such that α(hg) = hα(g)
with the action of G defined by
αu(g) = α(gu).
Definition: For two free finite-rank abelian groups A and B , a polynomial
function θ : A → B is a function such that given basis {a1, . . . , as} of A
and {b1, . . . , bt} of B,
θ(
∑
i
αiai) =
∑
j
θj(α1, . . . , αs)bj
where each θj : Zs → Z is a polynomial function.
This definition is independent of the choice of the basis.Indeed, take another
basis {a′1, . . . , a′s} of A. Then∑
i
αiai =
∑
i
α′ia
′
i
implies ∑
j
θj(α1, . . . , αs)bj =
∑
j
θ′j(α
′
1, . . . , αs
′)bj
which gives
θj(α1, . . . , αs) = θ
′
j(α
′
1, . . . , αs
′).
So we have
θ(
∑
i
α′ia
′
i) =
∑
j
θ′j(α
′
1, . . . , αs
′)bj
=
∑
j
θj(α1, . . . , αs)bj
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where the coefficients
θj(α1, . . . , αs)
are polynomial functions, that is,
α′k = α
′
k(α1, . . . , αs) for all k = 1, . . . , s
as a linear function.
Similarly, each b′j is a linear function of bj’s.
Note that, any polynomial function
θ+ : A+ → B
can be uniquely extended to a polynomial function
θ : A→ B
where A+ denotes a free finite-rank abelian group and A is the Grothendieck
group of A+ (see [8])
Proposition 3.3.1 Let H ≤ G, then
jndGH : CB(H) −→ CB(G); [X] 7−→ [JndGH(X)]
is a polynomial map preserving multiplication.
Proof: Firstly, we will prove a lemma to show that
[JndGH(X)] is a polynomial of [X](
gK ∩H)
at each subgroup K ≤ G where [X] ∈ B+(H).
Lemma 3.3.2 For an H-set X, let [X] ∈ B+(H) and write
[X] =
∑
D≤HH
XDε
H
D .
Then
[JndGH(X)] =
∑
K≤GG
(
∏
D≤HH
X
δD(K)
D )ε
G
K
where δD(K) = |{HgK ≤ G : D =H H ∩ gK}|.
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Proof: Since
[JndGH(X)] ∈ B(G),
we have
[JndGH(X)] =
∑
K≤GG
sGK([Jnd
G
H(X)])ε
G
K .
Then using lemmas (3.1.4) and (3.1.2), we get
sGK([Jnd
G
H(X)]) = |[JndGH(X)]K |
= |MapG(G/K, JndGH(X))|
= |MapH(ResGH(G/K), X)|.
By proposition (3.2.4) and lemma (3.1.4),
sGK([Jnd
G
H(X)]) = |MapH(
∑
HgK≤G
(H/H ∩ gK), X)|
=
∏
HgK≤G
|MapH(H/H ∩ gK,X)|
=
∏
HgK≤G
|XH∩ gK |
=
∏
D≤HH
|XD||{HgK≤G : D=HH∩ gK}|.
Since |XD| = sD([X]),
sGK([Jnd
G
H(X)]) =
∏
D≤HH
X
|{HgK≤ G : D=HH∩ gK}|
D . 
So,
jndGH : [X] 7−→ [JndGH(X)]
is a polynomial map from B+(H) to B(G). Then it extends uniquely to a
polynomial map
jndGH : B(H) −→ B(G).
The following lemma shows that jnd preserves multiplication.
Lemma 3.3.3 Given any finite groups H and G and a polynomial function
θ : B(H) −→ B(G),
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we have
θ(x)θ(y) = θ(xy) for all x, y ∈ B(H).
Proof: Write
x = [X] =
∑
D≤HH
XDε
H
D ,
then
θ(
∑
D≤HH
XDε
H
D) =
∑
K≤GG
θK(XD1 , . . . , XDs)ε
G
K
where s is the order of the basis.
Assume each
θK(XD1 , . . . , XDs) = X
δ1(K)
D1
.X
δ2(K)
D2
. . . X
δs(K)
Ds
,
then for any elements X,Y ∈ B(H), we have
θ(
∑
D≤HH
XDε
H
D)θ(
∑
D≤HH
YDε
H
D) =
∑
K≤GG
X
δ1(K)
D1
. . . X
δs(K)
Ds
εGK .
∑
K′≤GG
Y
δ1(K′)
D1
. . . Y
δs(K′)
Ds
εGK′
=
∑
K≤GG
(XD1YD1)
δ1(K) . . . (XDsYDs)
δs(K)εGK
= θ(xy). 
Denote B(G)∗, the group of units of B(G).
Definition: For any ring R, an element u ∈ R is called a unit if it has a
multiplicative inverse in R. For an idempotent e ∈ R,
1− 2e = u
is a unit. Conversely, it can happen that for a unit u, the element
(1− u)/2 = e
is contained in R. Then e is an idempotent, because
(1− u)2 = 2(1− u)
for any unit u.
Corollary 3.3.4 Let θ : B(H)→ B(G) be a polynomial function preserving
multiplication. Then
if u ∈ B(H)∗ then θ(u) ∈ B(G)∗.
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Proof: Since u is a unit, it has a multiplicative inverse, say u−1, in B(H)∗,
satisfying
u−1u = uu−1 = 1.
Then
θ(u)θ(u−1) = θ(uu−1)
= θ(1)
= 1
and similarly
θ(u−1)θ(u) = 1.
So
θ(u−1) is the multiplicative inverse of θ(u)
which means that
θ(u) ∈ B(G)∗. 
In particular,
if u ∈ B(H)∗ then jndGH(u) ∈ B(G)∗
and
jnd is a group homomorphism B(H)∗ −→ B(G)∗.
Remark 3.3.5 Given J ≤ H,jndGH jndHJ = jndGJ .
Lemma 3.3.6 (Mackey Decomposition) Let H and K be subgroups of G
and x ∈ CB(H), then
resGH jnd
G
K(x) =
∏
HgK≤G
jndHH∩ gKres
gK
H∩ gK(
gx).
Proof: Taking the right adjoints of both sides of the equation in
lemma (3.2.6,Mackey Decomposition), we have the result.
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Chapter 4
Algebraic Description of the
Exponential Function in the
Burnside Ring
As a multiplicative induction, the exponential functor (−) ↑ A is not additive
but it is a product preserving polynomial map(see [17])
(−) ↑ A : B(G) −→ B(G).
In this chapter, we will show that the exponential map
(x, a) 7→ xa
induces the map
B(G)∗ ×B(G) −→ B(G)∗; (y, x) 7→ y ↑ x
where the abelian group B(G)∗ becomes a module of B(G) and give the main
definition with some properties.
For G-sets X and Y,
Y ↑ X or Map(X, Y )
denotes the G-set consisting of the functions from X to Y with G-action
defined by conjugation
αg = gαg−1 for α ∈ Y ↑ X and g ∈ G.
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We have
Y1 × Y2 ↑ X ∼= (Y1 ↑ X)× (Y2 ↑ X),
Y ↑ (X1 +X2) ∼= (Y ↑ X1)× (Y ↑ X2),
Y ↑ (X1 ×X2) ∼= (Y ↑ X1) ↑ X2
for the G-sets X, Y,Xi and Yi with i = {1, 2}.
Let X and Y be G-sets and Z = Y ↑ X. Using (2.3), write
[X] =
∑
K≤GG
XK [G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
XH εGH ,
and similarly for [Y ] and [Z].
Proposition 4.1 Let H ≤ G, then
ZH =
∏
K≤GG
∏
D≤KK
(Y D)δD(H)XK
where δD(H) = |{KgH ≤ G : D =K K ∩ gH}|.
Proof: By the equation (2.4), we have
ZH = sH(Z) = |(Y ↑ X)H |.
Then using lemmas(3.1.4) and (3.1.3),
ZH = |MapG(G/H, Y ↑ X)|
= |MapG(X ×G/H, Y )|
= |MapG
(
(
∑
K≤GG
XKG/K)× G/H, Y
)
|
= |MapG
( ∑
K≤GG
XK(G/K × G/H), Y
)
|.
The Map function takes the addition to the product, so by using the Mackey
Product Formula, we get
ZH =
∏
K≤GG
|MapG(G/K ×G/H, Y )|XK
=
∏
K≤GG
|MapG(
∑
KgH≤G
G/K ∩ gH, Y )|XK
=
∏
K≤GG
∏
KgH≤G
|MapG(G/K ∩ gH, Y )|XK .
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Then by the equation (3.1.4),
ZH =
∏
K≤GG
∏
KgH≤G
|Y K∩ gH |XK
=
∏
K≤GG
∏
D≤KK
|Y D||{KgH≤G: D=KK∩ gH}|XK .
Since |Y D| = sD([Y ]),we have the result
=
∏
K≤GG
∏
D≤KK
(Y D)|{KgH≤G: D=KK∩
gH}|XK . 
The ghost ring of B(G) is defined to be the subring
β(G) =
⊕
H≤GG
ZεGH
of QB(G). Obviously,
B(G) ⊆ β(G) and B(G)∗ ⊆ β(G)∗.
The elements of β(G)∗ are the elements
b = [B] ∈ QB(G)
such that
BH ∈ {−1, 1} for all H ≤ G
since
1 =
∑
H≤GG
BH εGH .
∑
H′≤GG
BH
′
εGH′
=
∑
H≤GG
BHBH
′
εGH
implies
BHBH
′
= 1.
Remember that, the isomorphism classes of G-sets comprise a semiring
B+(G) =
⊕
K≤GG
N[G/K].
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Definition: The exponential function, denoted ↑, is defined in two
different ways:
• as a function (−) ↑ (−) : β(G)∗ ×B(G) −→ β(G)∗,
• as a function (−) ↑ (−) : β(G)×B+(G) −→ β(G).
It will be clear that the two functions coincide on β(G)∗ ×B(G)+.
Let (u, v) ∈ β(G)∗ ×B(G) or (u, v) ∈ β(G)×B(G)+.
Define u ↑ v as
[u ↑ v] =
∑
H≤GG
(
∏
K≤GG,KgH≤G
uK∩
gH)VK εGH (4.1)
where
u =
∑
K≤GG
UK [G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
UH εGH ,
v =
∑
K≤GG
VK [G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
V H εGH .
By proposition (4.1), we have that
[u ↑ v]H =
∏
D,K≤GG
(UD)α(D,K,H)VK (4.2)
=
∏
D≤GG
(UD)β(D,H) (4.3)
where α(D,K,H) = |{KgH ≤ G : D =G K ∩ gH}|
and β(D,H) =
∑
K≤GG α(D,K,H)VK .
Lemma 4.2 Let L,H ≤ G and u ∈ β(G), then
u ↑ [G/L] =
∑
H≤GG
(
∏
LgH≤G
uL∩
gH) εGH .
Proof: By the definition (4.1), we have
sH([u ↑ v]) =
∏
K≤GG,KgH≤G
(uK∩
gH)VK
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which is obtained from the proof of the proposition (4.1).
Taking v = [G/L], we have
sH([u ↑ G/L]) =
∏
LgH≤G
uL∩
gH . 
Proposition 4.3 Suppose that u, u′ ∈ β(G)∗ and v, v′ ∈ B(G) or suppose
that u, u′ ∈ β(G) and v, v′ ∈ B+(G).Then:
(i)(uu′) ↑ v = (u ↑ v)(u′ ↑ v)
(ii)u ↑ (v + v′) = (u ↑ v)(u ↑ v′)
(iii)u ↑ (vv′) = (u ↑ v) ↑ v′.
Proof: Let
u =
∑
K≤GG
UK [G/K] , u
′ =
∑
K≤GG
U ′K [G/K] ,
v =
∑
K≤GG
VK [G/K] , v
′ =
∑
K≤GG
V ′K [G/K].
(i)By definition (4.1),
sH
(
(u ↑ v)(u′ ↑ v)
)
=
∏
K≤GG,KgH≤G
(uK∩
gH)VK .
∏
K≤GG,KgH≤G
(u′K∩
gH)VK
=
∏
K≤GG,KgH≤G
(uu′K∩
gH)VK
= sH
(
(uu′) ↑ v
)
.
(ii)By definition (4.1),
sH
(
(u ↑ v)(u ↑ v′)
)
=
∏
K≤GG,KgH≤G
(uK∩
gH)VK .
∏
K≤GG,KgH≤G
(uK∩
gH)V
′
K
=
∏
K≤GG,KgH≤G
(uK∩
gH)VK+VK′
= sH
(
u ↑
∑
K≤GG
(VK + VK′)[G/K]
)
= sH
(
u ↑ (v + v′)
)
.
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(iii) Let v = [G/A] and v′ = [G/B].
By lemma (4.2) , we have
sH
(
(u ↑ v) ↑ v′
)
=
∏
BgH, Af(B∩ gH)≤G
uA∩
fB∩ fgH
= u
∑
BgH, Af(B∩ gH)≤G A∩ fB∩ fgH
and by Mackey Product Formula,
vv′ =
∑
AfB≤G
[G/A ∩ fB].
So
sH
(
u ↑ (vv′)
)
=
∏
AfB≤G
sH(u ↑ [G/A ∩ fB])
=
∏
AfB,(A∩ fB)kH≤G
uA∩
fB∩ kH
=
∏
AfB,(Af∩B)gH≤G
uA∩
fB∩ fgH
= u
∑
AfB,(Af∩B)gH≤G A∩ fB∩ fgH .
Since given A,B ≤ G and f, g ∈ G,
|BgH|.|Af(B ∩ gH)| = |A|.|B|.|H||A ∩ fB ∩ fgH|
= |AfB|.|(Af ∩B)gH|,
we have∑
BgH, Af(B∩ gH)≤G
(A ∩ fB ∩ fgH =
∑
f,g∈G
|A ∩ fB ∩ fgH|
|A|.|B|.|H| (A ∩
fB ∩ fgH)
=
∑
AfB,(Af∩B)gH≤G
(A ∩ fB ∩ fgH).
So
sH
(
(u ↑ v) ↑ v′
)
= sH
(
u ↑ (vv′)
)
.
The general case follows with the parts (i) and (ii). 
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Proposition 4.4 Let K ≤ G and Y be a G-set, then
[Y ] ↑ [G/K] = JndGK(Y ) .
Proof:By the definition of the multiplicative induction,
JndGK(Y ) = MapK(G, Y )
= Map(G, Y )K .
Then by lemma (3.1.4),
JndGK(Y ) = MapG(G/K, Map(G, Y ))
= Map(G/K, Map(G, Y )G)
= Map(G/K, Y ).
So
[Y ] ↑ [G/K] = JndGK(Y ) . 
Proposition 4.5 Let X and Y be G-sets, then
[Y ↑ X] = [Y ] ↑ [X].
Proof: Let
[Y ] =
∑
K≤GG
YK [G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
Y H εGH
and
[X] =
∑
K≤GG
XK [G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
XH εGH .
By (4.2),
sH [Y ↑ X] =
∏
D,K≤GG
(Y D)α(D,K,H)XK
where α(D,K,H) = |{KgH ≤ G : D =G K ∩ gH}|. Using the part (ii) of
the proposition (4.3), we have
sH([Y ] ↑ [X]) = sH([Y ] ↑
∑
K≤GG
XK [G/K])
=
∏
K≤GG
sH([Y ] ↑ [G/K])XK .
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Then by proposition (4.4) and lemma (3.3.2),
sH([Y ] ↑ [X]) =
∏
K≤GG
sH(Jnd
G
K(Y ))
XK
=
∏
K≤GG
(
∏
D≤KK
(Y D)δD(H))XK
where δD(K) = |{KgH ≤ G : D =K K ∩ gH}|. So
sH([Y ] ↑ [X]) =
∏
K≤GG
(
∏
D≤GG
(Y D)δD(H))XK
where δD(H) = α(D,K,H). Hence,
[Y ↑ X] = [Y ] ↑ [X]. 
Proposition 4.6 The exponential function restricts to a function
B(G)×B+(G) −→ B(G).
Proof: Let X be a G-set.By proposition (4.5), the function
(−) ↑ [X] : β(G) −→ β(G)
restricts to a function
B+(G) −→ B+(G).
In the sense of ( [17],section 3), the function
(−) ↑ [X] : β(G) −→ β(G)
is a polynomial, so the restriction
B+(G) −→ B+(G)
is a polynomial and extends uniquely to a polynomial function
B(G) −→ B(G).
The uniqueness guarantees that the function
B(G) −→ B(G)
is a restriction of the function
β(G) −→ β(G). 
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Proposition 4.7 The exponential function restricts to a function
B(G)∗ ×B(G) −→ B(G)∗.
Proof: By the definition of the exponential function and the proposition
(4.6), the function
(−) ↑ [X] : β(G) −→ β(G)
restricts to a function
B(G)∗ −→ B(G)∗.
By (ii) of the proposition (4.3), the result follows. 
As a result of the proposition (4.3), the abelian group β(G)∗ becomes a B(G)-
module with the exponential function and the proposition (4.7) gives that
B(G)∗ is a B(G)-submodule of β(G)∗.
Since res and jnd preserve multiplication in the Burnside ring, we have the
group homomorphisms
resGH : B(G)
∗ −→ B(H)∗
and
jndGH : B(H)
∗ −→ B(G)∗
for H ≤ G. We also have the exponential function
B(G)∗ ×B(G) −→ B(G)∗
which preserves multiplication in the Burnside ring.
Definition:(Algebraic Description) The exponential is a map
exp : B(G) −→ B(G)∗ such that [X] 7−→ (−1) ↑ [X].
We have the following two diagrams whose commutativity will be shown
next:
B(G) −−−−−→exp B(G)∗
resGH ↓ ↓resGH
B(H) −−−−−→exp B(H)∗
B(G) −−−−−→exp B(G)∗
indGH
↑ ↑jndGH
B(H) −−−−−→exp B(H)∗
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Lemma 4.8 Let H ≤ G, x ∈ B(H) and y ∈ B(G). Then the followings
hold:
(i)resGH((−1) ↑ y) = resGH(−1) ↑ resGH(y)
(ii)jndGH (−1) ↑ y = jndGH((−1) ↑ resGH(y))
(iii)(−1) ↑ indGH(x) = jndGH(resGH(−1) ↑ x)
Proof: (i) is clear, since by lemma (3.2.7) we have
resGH(x) = x
for any element x ∈ B(G).
(ii) Let y = [Y ] for a finite G-set Y. There is a natural isomorphism for any
H-set X, obtained by the definition of the exponential and lemma (3.1.2)
such that
MapG(X, Jnd
G
H(−1) ↑ Y ) = MapG(X, MapG(Y, JndGH(−1)))
∼= MapG(ResGH(X), MapH(ResGH(Y ), (−1)))
∼= MapG(X, JndGH(MapH(ResGH(Y ), (−1))))
= MapG(X, Jnd
G
H((−1) ↑ ResGH(Y ))).
So
JndGH(−1) ↑ Y ∼= JndGH((−1) ↑ ResGH(Y )).
(iii) Let x = [X] for a finite H-set X. There is a natural isomorphism for any
G-set Y , obtained by the definition of the exponential and lemmas (3.1.1)
and (3.1.2) such that
MapG(Y, (−1) ↑ IndGH(X)) = MapG(Y, MapG(IndGH(X), (−1)))
∼= MapG(ResGH(Y ), MapH(X, ResGH(−1)))
∼= MapG(Y, JndGH(MapH(X, ResGH(−1))))
= MapG(Y, Jnd
G
H(Res
G
H(−1) ↑ X)).
So
(−1) ↑ IndGH(X) ∼= JndGH(ResGH(−1) ↑ X). 
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Proposition 4.9 Let H ≤ G. Then for any element x ∈ B(G),
exp(resGH(x)) = res
G
H(exp(x)).
Proof: Let x = [X] for a G-set X. Then by (i) of the lemma (4.8), we have
resGH(exp([X])) = res
G
H((−1) ↑ [X])
= resGH(−1) ↑ resGH([X])
= (−1) ↑ resGH([X])
= exp(resGH([X])). 
Proposition 4.10 Let H ≤ G. Then for any element x ∈ B(H),
exp(indGH(x)) = jnd
G
H(exp(x)).
Proof: Let x = [X] for an H-set X. Then by (iii) of the lemma (4.8), we
have
exp(indGH([X])) = (−1) ↑ indGH([X])
= jndGH(res
G
H(−1) ↑ [X])
= jndGH((−1) ↑ [X])
= jndGH(exp([X])). 
Propositions (4.9) and (4.10) shows that the above diagrams commute.
Note that,
exp([G/K]) = JndGK(−1)
since by proposition (4.4), we have
(−1) ↑ [G/K] = JndGK(−1).
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Chapter 5
Other descriptions of the
Exponential Map
Having presented the algebraic description of the exponential map in the
previous chapter, we go on to study the exponential map in its topological
and representation theoretic meaning.
5.1 Topological description of the exponen-
tial map
We begin this section with the reduced Euler characteristic which is needed
to define the Lefschetz invariant.
Let S be a poset and let ≤ denote the partial ordering on S. A finite chain
c is called an n−chain in S if the length of c is n, that is, the order of c is n+1.
The elements of any n-chain c in S can be enumerated
c = {x0, ..., xn} such that x0 < . . . < xn
and may be written as
c = (x0, ..., xn).
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For n ≤ −2, there are no chains in S. The empty set ∅ is the unique (-1)-
chain in S.
Suppose that the poset S is finite. Then there are only finitely many
chains in S. Let cn(S) be the number of n-chains in S for each n ∈ Z. We
have
cn(S) = 0 for n ≤ −2,
c−1(S) = 1
c0(S) = |S|.
The length of any chain in S is at most |S| − 1, so
cn(S) = 0 for n ≥ |S|.
We define the reduced Euler characteristic of S to be the integer
χ˜(S) =
∑
n
(−1)ncn(S) = −c−1(S) + c0(S)− c1(S) + c2(S)− . . .
The index n of the sum runs over all the integers; equivalently, n runs over
all those integers such that cn(S) 6= 0. Thus χ˜(S) is calculated by counting
the chains in S with the contribution of the chains of even length is 1 and
odd length is -1 to the sum.
For the empty poset ∅, we have
c−1(∅) = 1
cn(∅) = 0 for n ≥ 0.
So the reduced Euler characteristic of ∅ is
χ˜(∅) = −1.
If S is a singleton poset, that is, |S| = 1, then
c−1(S) = c0(S) = 1
cn(S) = 0 for n ≥ 1,
hence
χ˜(S) = 0.
Lemma 5.1.1 Let X be a set of size n. Then the set of proper subsets of
X, partially ordered by inclusion, has reduced Euler Characteristic (−1)n.
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Proof: Let S be the poset P (X) − {∅, X} of proper subsets of X. The re-
duced Euler characteristic χ˜n of S depends only on n (not on the choice of
X). Let m be a positive integer less than n and let Y be a proper subset of
X with size m. Consider the poset of proper subsets of Y then the chains
with maximum element Y contribute −χ˜m to χ˜n.
There are
(
n
m
)
choices of Y ⊂ X with |Y | = m. Hence
χ˜n = (−1)−
n−1∑
m=1
(
n
m
)
χ˜m.
Now, let n = 1. Then
χ˜1 = χ˜(∅) = −1.
For n ≥ 2, by induction on n, we get
χ˜n = (−1)−
n−1∑
m=1
(
n
m
)
χ˜m
= (−1)−
n−1∑
m=1
(
n
m
)
(−1)m
= −
(
n
0
)
(−1)0 −
n−1∑
m=1
(
n
m
)
(−1)m −
(
n
n
)
(−1)n +
(
n
n
)
(−1)n
= (−1)n −
n∑
m=0
(
n
m
)
(−1)m
= (−1)n. 
Definition: A G− poset is a partially ordered set together with a G-action
which preserves the partial order, that is, a < b implies ga < gb.
Let P be a finite G-poset. Write
sdn(P )
to denote the set of chains of length n in P. Regard sdn(P ) as a G-set with
g(x0 < . . . < xn) = gx0 < . . . < gxn.
Definition: The Lefschetz invariant of P is defined to be
ΛG(P ) =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n [sdn(P )]
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which is an element of B(G).
The reduced Lefschetz invariant of P is
Λ˜G(P ) = (−1) + ΛG(P )
= −[G/G] +
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n [sdn(P )]
=
∞∑
n=−1
(−1)n [sdn(P )].
Theorem 5.1.2 In terms of the reduced Euler characteristic, we have
Λ˜G(P ) =
∑
H≤GG
χ˜(PH) εGH
where PH is the subposet of P consisting of the H-fixed points.
Proof: Since
sH(sdn(P )) = ] chains of length n in P that are fixed by H
= ] chains of length n in PH
we have
sH(Λ˜G(P )) =
∞∑
n=−1
(−1)n [sdn(P )]
=
∞∑
n=−1
(−1)n cn(PH)
= χ˜(PH).
Corollary 5.1.3 For a G-set X, let P¯ (X) = P (X)− {∅, X} be the poset of
proper subsets of X. Then
Λ˜G(P¯ (X)) =
∑
H≤GG
(−1)|H\X| εGH .
Proof: By theorem (5.1.2),
Λ˜G(P¯ (X)) =
∑
H≤GG
χ˜(P¯ (X)H) εGH .
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Since P¯ (X)H is the poset of subsets Y with ∅ ⊂ Y ⊂ X that are fixed by H,
P¯ (X)H = P¯ (H\X)
where H\X is the set of H-orbits in X. So
Λ˜G(P¯ (X)) =
∑
H≤GG
χ˜(P¯ (X)H) εGH
=
∑
H≤GG
χ˜(P¯ (H\X)) εGH
=
∑
H≤GG
(−1)|H\X| εGH
by lemma (5.1.1).
Note that Λ˜G(P¯ (X)) ∈ B(G)∗.
Definition:(Topological description) The exponential is a map exp :
B(G) −→ B(G)∗ such that [X] 7−→ Λ˜G(P¯ (X)).
Proposition 5.1.4 Let X be a G-set and H ≤ G. The algebraic description
of the exponential map coincides with the topological description, that is,
(−1) ↑ [X] =
∑
H≤GG
(−1)|H\X| εGH .
Proof: Writing
[X] =
∑
K≤GG
XK [G/K]
and using proposition (4.4), we have
(−1) ↑ [X] = (−1) ↑
∑
K≤GG
XK [G/K]
=
∏
K≤GG
((−1) ↑ [G/K])XK
=
∏
K≤GG
(JndGK(−1))XK .
Since by lemma (3.3.2),
sH(Jnd
G
K(−1)) = |JndGK(−1))H |
=
∏
g∈H\G/K
|(−1)K∩ gH |,
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we have
sH(Jnd
G
K(−1)) =
∏
KgH≤G
(−1)
= (−1)|K\G/H|
which implies
JndGK(−1) =
∑
H≤GG
(−1)|K\G/H| εGH .
So
(−1) ↑ [X] =
∑
H≤GG
(
∏
K≤GG
(−1)|K\G/H|XK ) εGH
=
∑
H≤GG
(−1)
∑
K≤GG |K\G/H|XK εGH
=
∑
H≤GG
(−1)λH εGH
where λH =
∑
K≤GG
|K\G/H|XK .
Since
|H\[G/K]| = |H\G/K| = |K\G/H|,
we have
λH =
∑
K≤GG
XK |H\[G/K]|
= |H\X|
which implies
(−1) ↑ [X] =
∑
H≤GG
(−1)|H\X| εGH . 
Corollary 5.1.5 Let K ≤ G, then
(−1) ↑ [G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
(−1)|H\G/K| εGH .
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5.2 Representation theoretic description of the
exponential map
The representation theoretic description: the exponential map is deter-
mined by the reduced Euler characteristics of the spheres S(V )H where H
runs over the subgroups of G, and S(V ) denotes the sphere in an RG-module
V.
Let G be a finite group and Λ be a ring. A Λ-module M is called simple
if it has no proper submodules and M is semisimple provided it is a direct
sum
M =M1 ⊕ . . .⊕Mr
of simple modules.
Theorem 5.2.1 (Artin-Wedderburn Structure Theorem) If Λ is a fi-
nite dimensional over a field then every Λ-module is semisimple if and only
if
Λ =
⊕
i
Λi
as a direct sum of algebras Λi ' Matri(∆i) matrix algebras over division
rings ∆i’s. (theorem 1.3.5 in [2])
LetK be a field of characteristic zero, then Maschke’s Theorem (see corollary
3.6.12 of [2]) shows that KG is semisimple. If K is algebraically closed, say
K = C, then K is the only division ring over K, so by theorem (5.2.1),
KG =
⊕
i
Ai
where each Ai ∼= Matri(K) for some ri ∈ N+.
The matrix algebra Matr(C) has only one simple module, the column
vectors in Cr. So any CG-module M has the form
M =
⊕
i
miVi
where Vi is the simple Ai-module and miVi is a sum of mi copies of Vi.
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Note that, the center of CG is
Z(CG) =
⊕
i
Z(Ai) ∼=
⊕
i
Cei
where ei is the identity of Ai.
Definition: The character χ of a CG-module M is the function
χ : G −→ C such that χ(g) = trM(g),
the trace of the action of g on M .
Note that, if M 'M1 ⊕M2 then χM = χM1 + χM2 .
We say that χM is irreducible if M is simple.
Let χi = χVi , then χi are the irreducible characters of G. Any other
character has the form
χM =
∑
i
miχi
where M =
⊕
imiVi.
Any character χ : G −→ C is a class function because hgh−1 and g acts
as conjugate maps on the CG-module and have the same trace.
Theorem 5.2.2 The number of irreducibles χi is equal to the number of
conjugacy classes of G, furthermore, the χi comprise a basis for the class
functions G −→ C.
Proof: For a given character χ : G −→ C, if we extend it to a C-linear map
CG −→ C then
χi(ej) = (dimVi).δij = χi(1).δij.
So the χi are linearly independent as class functions which means that the
number of χi is dimZ(CG).
Since an element
∑
g λgg of CG belongs to Z(CG) if and only if λg = λhgh−1
for all g, h ∈ G, Z(CG) has a basis consisting of the class sums
[g]+G =
∑
x∈[g]G
x =
∑
x∈G:x=Gg
x.
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So
dim Z(CG) = ] conjugacy classes of G. 
A virtual character of G is a Z-linear combination of irreducible charac-
ters, in other words, A difference χ1 − χ2 of two characters. Note that,
χM1⊕M2 = χM1 + χM2
χM1⊗M2 = χM1 .χM2 (5.1)
We can identify χM with the isomorphism class [M ] of M.
Definition: The Green ring or representation ring A(CG) is the
Grothendieck group of CG-module as an abelian group and it has Z-basis
consisting of the irreducibles χi = [Vi], that is,
A(CG) =
⊕
i
Zχi =
⊕
i
Z[Vi].
So the elements are of the form
[U ]− [V ]
where U, V are CG-modules and the multiplication is
[U ][V ] = [U ⊗ V ]
by the relations (5.1).
The C-linear extension
CA(CG) =
⊕
i
Cχi
may be identified with the space of class functions G −→ C.
Let us replace the indices i with the irreducible characters χ themselves.
Let Irr(G) be the set of irreducible characters of G. We identify χM = [M ]
for a CG-module M. Then
A(CG) =
⊕
χ∈Irr(G)
Zχ
and
CA(CG) =
⊕
χ∈Irr(G)
Cχ.
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For each g ∈ G, we have an algebra map
tg : CA(CG) −→ C defined by tg(ϕ) = ϕ(g),
where ϕ is a CG-character. This is an algebra map since
tg(ϕ+ ϕ
′) = ϕ(g) + ϕ′(g) = tg(ϕ) + tg(ϕ′)
tg(ϕ.ϕ
′) = ϕ(g).ϕ′(g) = tg(ϕ).tg(ϕ′).
We have tg = tg′ because ϕ(g) = ϕ(g
′) for all CG-characters ϕ if and only
if g =G g
′.
Since the number of algebra maps is the number of G-conjugacy classes
which is the dimCA(CG) from |Irr(G)|, the only algebra maps are tg’s.
Define εGg such that tg(ε
G
g′) = δG(g, g
′). Then
CA(CG) =
⊕
g∈GG
CεGg
as a direct sum of 1-dimensional algebras.
Proposition 5.2.3 We have an algebra map
θ : B(G) −→ A(CG) such that θ([S]) = [CS]
for a G-set S.
Proof:This is clear.
Proposition 5.2.4 Let H ≤ G, then
θ(εGH) =
∑
g∈G:<g>=GH
εGg .
Proof: For a G-set S, let ϕ be the CG-character of CS, then
ϕ(g) = |S<g>|.
Recalling the proposition (2.3.7), we have
[G/K] =
∑
H≤GG
mG(H,K) ε
G
H
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where mG(H,K) = sH([G/K]). So if S = [G/K] then
ϕ(g) = |S<g>|
= s<g>([G/K])
= mG(< g >,K)
and by using Gluck’s idempotent formula(see theorem 2.3.8), we have
θ(εGH) =
∑
K≤GG
m−1G (K,H)θ([G/K]).
Any element η ∈ CA(CG) can be written as η = ∑g∈GG tg(η)εGg . Then we
have
tg(θ(ε
G
H)) =
∑
K≤GG
m−1G (K,H)tg(θ([G/K]))
=
∑
K≤GG
m−1G (K,H)|[G/K]<g>|
=
∑
K≤GG
m−1G (K,H)mG(< g >,K)
= δG([< g >], [H])
which implies the needed result.
Definition:(Representation theoretic description) The exponential is
a map
exp : B(G) −→ B(G)∗ such that [X] 7−→ ˜exp([CX])
where ˜exp : A(CG) −→ B(G)∗ denotes the tom Dieck’s map defined by
˜exp([V ]) =
∑
H≤GG
(−1)dimV H εGH .
Proposition 5.2.5 Let X be a G-set and H ≤ G.Then the topological de-
scription of the exponential map coincides with the representation theoretic
description, that is,
∑
H≤GG
(−1)|H\X| εGH =
∑
H≤GG
(−1)dim(CX)H εGH .
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Proof: It suffices to show that
dim(CX)H = |H\X|.
Let η ∈ CX, then η =
∑
x∈X
ηxx. So for any h ∈ H, we have
hη =
∑
x∈X
ηxhx
=
∑
h−1y
ηh−1yy
=
∑
y
ηyx
where y = hx. Thus
η ∈ (CX)H if and only if ηx = ηhx, ∀h ∈ H. 
Propositions (5.2.3) and (5.2.5) gives the commutativity of the following
diagram:
B(G)
exp−−−→ B(G)∗
θ
y ↗ ˜exp
A(CG)
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Chapter 6
Examples
In this chapter, we will determine the surjectivity of the exponential function
and illustrate the cases when it does not hold.
Recall that in chapter 4, we provedB(G)∗ is aB(G)-module. So exp(B(G))
is a B(G)-submodule of B(G)∗ generated by −1 = −[G/G]. Since β(G)∗ is
an elementary abelian 2-group and
exp(B(G)) ⊆ B(G)∗ ⊆ β(G)∗,
exp(B(G)) and B(G)∗ are elementary abelian 2-groups. Therefore, it re-
mains to study the ranks of exp(B(G)) and B(G)∗.
Proposition 6.1 The rank of exp(B(G)) is the rank of the modulo 2 re-
duction of the symmetric matrix (|H\G/K|)H,K where H and K run over
representatives of the G-classes of subgroups of G.
Proof: It is clear since exp(B(G)) is spanned by the elements exp([G/K])
and by corollary(5.1.5), we have
exp([G/K]) =
∑
H≤GG
(−1)|H\G/K| εGH . 
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Theorem 6.2 ([17], proposition 6.5) Let u ∈ β(G)∗. Then u ∈ B(G)∗ if
and only if for all H ≤ G, the function
gH 7−→ u
<gH>
uH
∈ {±1}, gH ∈ NG(H)
H
is a linear character.
Note that, for H ≤ G, if |NG(H) : H| ≤ 2 then the constraint associated
with H is vacuous.
In the paper [15], T. Matsuda proved the following result:
Proposition 6.3 (i) If G is an abelian group, then exp(B(G)) = B(G)∗.
(ii)Let Dn be the dihedral group of order 2n. Then we have exp(B(Dn)) =
B(Dn)
∗ if and only if n = 2, 4, pr or 2pr where p is an odd prime such that
p ≡ 3 mod 4.
Other examples of the surjectivity are the quaternion group Q8 and the
symmetric group S3.
Proposition 6.4 Let G = Q8. Then we have
rank exp(B(Q8)) = 4 = rank B(Q8)
∗.
Proof: Consider the following tables.
|H\G/K| 1 −1 I J K Q8
1 8 4 2 2 2 1
−1 4 4 2 2 2 1
I 2 2 2 1 1 1
J 2 2 1 2 1 1
K 2 2 1 1 2 1
Q8 1 1 1 1 1 1
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 −1 I J K Q8
1 0 0 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 0 0 0 1
I 0 0 0 1 1 1
J 0 0 1 0 1 1
K 0 0 1 1 0 1
Q8 1 1 1 1 1 1
Then by proposition (6.1), we get rank exp(B(Q8)) = 4.
Let u ∈ β(G)∗, so
u = aεQ81 + bε
Q8
−1 + cε
Q8
I + dε
Q8
J + eε
Q8
K + fε
Q8
Q8
.
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By theorem (6.2), u ∈ B(G)∗ if and only if a = b and an even number among
c/a, d/a, e/a are −1. Therefore
B(Q8)
∗ = {tεQ81 + tεQ8−1 + xεQ8I + yεQ8J + zεQ8K + wεQ8Q8 : txyz = −1}
which has the rank equal to 4. 
Proposition 6.5 Let G = S3. Then
rank exp(B(S3)) = 3 = rank B(S3)
∗.
Proof: By proposition (6.1), the tables
|H\G/K| 1 C2 C3 S3
1 6 3 2 1
C2 3 2 1 1
C3 2 1 2 1
S3 1 1 1 1
and
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 C2 C3 S3
1 0 1 0 1
C2 1 0 1 1
C3 0 1 0 1
S3 1 1 1 1
show that rank exp(B(S3)) = 3.
Let
u = aεS31 + bε
S3
C2
+ cεS3C3 + dε
S3
S3
be an element of β(G)∗. Theorem (6.2) says that u ∈ B(G)∗ if and only if
a = c which means
B(S3)
∗ = {xεS31 + yεS3C2 + xεS3C3 + zεS3S3 : x, y, z ∈ {±1}}.
So rank B(S3)
∗ = 3. 
Now, let us give an example of the nonsurjectivity of the exponential
function.
Proposition 6.6 Let G = A4. We have
rank exp(B(A4)) = 2 and rank B(A4)
∗ = 3.
Proof: Using proposition (6.1) and the following tables
|H\G/K| 1 C2 C3 V4 A4
1 12 6 4 3 1
C2 6 4 2 3 1
C3 4 2 2 1 1
V4 3 3 1 3 1
A4 1 1 1 1 1
and
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 C2 C3 V4 A4
1 0 0 0 1 1
C2 0 0 0 1 1
C3 0 0 0 1 1
V4 1 1 1 1 1
A4 1 1 1 1 1
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we have rank exp(B(A4)) = 2.
An element
u = aεA41 + bε
A4
C2
+ cεA4C3 + dε
A4
V4
+ eεA4A4
of β(A4)
∗ belongs to B(A4)∗ if and only if a = c and d = e by theorem (6.2).
Then
B(A4)
∗ = {xεA41 + yεA4C2 + xεA4C3 + zεA4V4 + zεA4A4 : x, y, z ∈ {±1}}
which implies rank B(A4)
∗ = 3. 
Finally, consider the metacyclic group G of order pm2n with m,n ∈
N and n ≥ 2, given by
G =< a, x : ap
m
= 1, x2
n
= 1, xax−1 = ar >,
where p is an odd prime and r2 ≡ −1 (mod p). Thus G is a semidirect product
< a > o < x >, where the cyclic group < x > acts faithfully on the cyclic
subgroup < a > by conjugation.
The condition of the surjectivity of the exponential map for the metacyclic
group G given above is as follows.
Proposition 6.7 Let p be an odd prime, n ≥ 2 and p ≡ 1 (mod 2n). Then
the exponential map is surjective for the metacyclic group
G =< a, x : ap
m
= 1, x2
n
= 1, xax−1 = ar >,
where r2 ≡ −1 (mod p) if and only if n = 2 and m = 1 with p ≡ 5 (mod 8).
Proof: Case I
Let n = 2 and m = 1. Then for the group
Cp o C4 =< a, x : ap = 1, x4 = 1, xax−1 = ar >
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where r2 ≡ −1 (mod p), we have the following table
|H\G/K| 1 1× C2 1× C4 Cp × 1 Cp o C2 Cp o C4
1 4p 2p p 4 2 1
1× C2 2p p+ 1 p+12 2 2 1
1× C4 p p+12 p+34 1 1 1
Cp × 1 4 2 1 4 2 1
Cp o C2 2 2 1 2 2 1
Cp o C4 1 1 1 1 1 1
which implies for p ≡ 1 (mod 8)
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 1× C2 1× C4 Cp × 1 Cp o C2 Cp o C4
1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1× C2 0 0 1 0 0 1
1× C4 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cp × 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Cp o C2 0 0 1 0 0 1
Cp o C4 1 1 1 1 1 1
and for p ≡ 5 (mod 8)
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 1× C2 1× C4 Cp × 1 Cp o C2 Cp o C4
1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1× C2 0 0 1 0 0 1
1× C4 1 1 0 1 1 1
Cp × 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Cp o C2 0 0 1 0 0 1
Cp o C4 1 1 1 1 1 1
So by proposition(6.1),
rank exp(B(Cp o C4)) =
{
2 if p ≡ 1 (mod 8)
3 if p ≡ 5 (mod 8).
Now, let
u = aε
CpoC4
1 + bε
CpoC4
1×C2 + cε
CpoC4
1×C4 + dε
CpoC4
Cp×1 + eε
CpoC4
CpoC2 + fε
CpoC4
CpoC4
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be an element of β(G)∗. Then by theorem (6.2), u ∈ B(G)∗ if and only if
a = b = d = e which implies
B(CpoC4)∗ = {xεCpoC41 +xεCpoC41×C2 +yε
CpoC4
1×C4 +xε
CpoC4
Cp×1 +xε
CpoC4
CpoC2+zε
CpoC4
CpoC4 : x, y, z ∈ {±1}}.
So
rank B(Cp o C4)∗ = 3.
Hence,
rank exp(B(Cp o C4)) = rank B(Cp o C4)∗ for the condition p ≡ 5 (mod 8).
Case II
Let n = 2 and m ≥ 2. Then we have rank exp(B(Cpm o C4)) = 2 by propo-
sition (6.1) and the following table;
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 1× C2 1× C4 · · · Cpm × 1 Cpm o C2 Cpm o C4
1 0 0 1 · · · 0 0 1
1× C2 0 0 1 · · · 0 0 1
1× C4 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
Cpm × 1 0 0 1 · · · 0 0 1
Cpm o C2 0 0 1 · · · 0 0 1
Cpm o C4 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
To calculate rank B(Cpm o C4)∗, let
u = a0ε
CpoC4
1 +b0ε
CpoC4
1×C2 +c0ε
CpoC4
1×C4 + · · ·+amε
CpoC4
Cpm×1+bmε
CpoC4
CpmoC2+cmε
CpoC4
CpmoC4
be in β(G)∗. Then by theorem (6.2), u ∈ B(G)∗ if and only if the coefficients
ai and bi, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} are equal to each other, that is,
a0 = a1 = . . . = am = b0 = b1 = . . . = bm.
So
B(Cpm o C4)∗ = { x(εCpoC41 + εCpoC41×C2 + . . .+ ε
CpoC4
Cpm×1 + ε
CpoC4
CpmoC2)
+ c0ε
CpoC4
1×C4 + . . .+ cmε
CpoC4
CpmoC4 : x, c0, . . . , cm ∈ {±1}}
and
rank B(Cpm o C4)∗ = m+ 2.
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Case III
Let n > 2. Then proposition (6.1) says that
rank exp(B(Cpm o C2n)) = 2 by the table
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 · · · 1× C2n Cp × 1 · · · Cp o C2n · · · Cpm × 1 · · · Cpm o C2n
1 0 · · · 1 0 · · · 1 · · · 0 · · · 1
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
... · · · ... . . . ...
1× C2n 1 · · · 1 1 · · · 1 · · · 1 · · · 1
Cp × 1 0 · · · 1 0 · · · 1 · · · 0 · · · 1
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
... · · · ... . . . ...
Cp o C2n 1 · · · 1 1 · · · 1 · · · 1 · · · 1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
Cpm × 1 0 · · · 1 0 · · · 1 · · · 0 · · · 1
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
... · · · ... . . . ...
Cpm o C2n 1 · · · 1 1 · · · 1 · · · 1 · · · 1
We have rank B(Cpm o C2n)∗ = m + 2 since any element u ∈ β(G)∗ which
has the form
u = a0,0ε
CpmoC2n
1 + · · ·+ a0,nεCpmoC2n1×C2n + a1,0ε
CpmoC2n
Cp×1 + · · ·
+ a1,nε
CpmoC2n
CpoC2n + · · ·+ am,0ε
CpmoC2n
Cpm×1 + · · ·+ am,nε
CpmoC2n
CpmoC2n
is an element of B(G)∗ if and only if all the coefficients except a0,n, · · · , am,n
are equal by theorem (6.2) which implies
B(Cpm o C2n)∗ = { x(εCpmoC2n1 + · · ·+ εCpmoC2n1×C2n−1 + ε
CpmoC2n
Cpm×1 + · · ·+ ε
CpmoC2n
CpmoC2n−1
)
+ a0,nε
CpmoC2n
1×C2n + · · ·+ am,nε
CpmoC2n
CpmoC2n : x, a0,n, · · · , am,n ∈ {±1}}.
Hence, the exponential map is not surjective when n 6= 2 or m 6= 1. 
Another example of the metacyclic group of order pm2n with m,n ∈
N and n ≥ 2, is defined by
Cpm o C2n =< a, x : ap
m
= 1, x2
n
= 1, xax−1 = a−1 >,
where p is an odd prime and p ≡ 3 (mod 2n).
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Proposition 6.8 Let G = Cpm o C2n be a metacyclic group defined above.
Then the exponential map of the Burnside ring of G is surjective if and only
if m = 1 and n = 2.
Proof: Let m = 1 and n = 2. Using proposition (6.1) and the tables
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 1× C2 1× C4 Cp × 1 Cp × C2 Cp o C4
1 4p 2p p 4 2 1
1× C2 2p 2p p 2 2 1
1× C4 p p p+12 1 1 1
Cp × 1 4 2 1 4 2 1
Cp × C2 2 2 1 2 2 1
Cp o C4 1 1 1 1 1 1
and
|H\G/K| mod 2 1 1× C2 1× C4 Cp × 1 Cp × C2 Cp o C4
1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1× C2 0 0 1 0 0 1
1× C4 1 1 0 1 1 1
Cp × 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Cp × C2 0 0 1 0 0 1
Cp o C4 1 1 1 1 1 1
we have rank exp(B(Cp o C4)) = 3.
By theorem (6.2), an element
u = aε
CpoC4
1 + bε
CpoC4
1×C2 + cε
CpoC4
1×C4 + dε
CpoC4
Cp×1 + eε
CpoC4
Cp×C2 + fε
CpoC4
CpoC4
of β(G)∗ is in B(G)∗ if and only if a = b = d = e which implies
B(CpoC4)∗ = {xεCpoC41 +xεCpoC41×C2 +yε
CpoC4
1×C4 +xε
CpoC4
Cp×1 +xε
CpoC4
Cp×C2+zε
CpoC4
CpoC4 : x, y, z ∈ {±1}}.
So we have rank B(Cp o C4)∗ = 3 which is equal to rank exp(B(Cp o C4)).
For the case n 6= 2 or m 6= 1, we have a similar proof (see case II and III
of the proposition (6.7)). 
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